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New Takeoffs
Golden Land residences
This subsidiary of Golden Land Property Development has introduced its latest
town home, Golden Town Ngam Wong Wan-Prachachuen, with a starting price
of Bt2.59 million per unit.
The project offers 148 units with usable space between 101 and 130 square
metres per unit.
The town home units come with four bedrooms and two bathrooms - and four
bedrooms with three bathrooms. Booking has opened.
MeStyle Estate's 'Modern Industrial' theme
Its latest condominium project, BRIX Condominium, has a starting price of
Bt1.59 million per unit.
The 32-storey condominium design carries the theme "Modern Industrial" under
one roof. It has 560 units and 8 townhouse units in a mix of one-to-two
bedrooms and duplexes ranging in size from 22 to over 130 square metres, with
spacious balcony and private sky garden in selected units.
The project is in the process of submitting for EIA approval and construction
and is expected to be completed by 2018.
Klass Asset unveils two new projects
Klass Siam and Klass Sarasin Rajdamri projects are valued at Bt2 billion - with
a starting price between Bt6 million and Bt8 million per unit.
Klass Siam is an eight-storey low-rise condominium project with two basement
levels, designed in modern luxury style. Located on Soi Kasemsan 2 on Rama 1
Road, the project is worth about Bt800 million. It has 79 units with usable space
of between 44 and 84 square metres per unit and a starting price of Bt6 million
per unit. The project is applying for EIA approval, and construction is expected
to begin in the first quarter of 2016.

The second project, Klass Sarasin-Rajdamri is on Sarasin Road, Lumpini
district. It is also an eight-storey low-rise condominium project with two
basement levels, designed to offer ultimate exclusivity since there are only 68
units. Unit size starts from 45 square meters and goes up to 135 square meters.
Starting price is Bt8 million per unit.

